
INTRODUCING LONDON
GREENFORD BY CHARLES HOPE

Experience the best of both
worlds as the allure of the city
meets the tranquillity of the
countryside. 



Welcome to your ideal home away from home in the heart of Greenford, where luxury
meets convenience in our state-of-the-art London Greenford serviced apartment. 
Nestled in the historic heart of West London, our serviced accommodation at London
Greenford offers a unique and inviting atmosphere. 

Experience the best of both worlds as the city's allure meets the countryside's
tranquillity. Enjoy easy access to various amenities and attractions, including the nearby
Westway Cross retail park, offering a shopper's paradise just a short walk away. For
even more retail therapy, venture to the renowned Westfield White City shopping
centre, a quick 25-minute drive from our doorstep. 

But it's not just about shopping – our neighbourhood boasts a vibrant atmosphere with
plenty of opportunities for leisure and recreation. From relaxing strolls along the canal
to picnics in the beautifully landscaped gardens, there's always something to do and
explore. 

Embrace a lifestyle where fresh, homely interiors connect seamlessly with the natural
beauty of the surroundings. Whether seeking tranquillity by the water's edge or
excitement in the bustling city, London Greenford offers the perfect place to relax,
unwind, and call home away from home. 

Greenford tube station is a 10-minute walk away offering quick and convenient access
to central London via the Central Line. Whilst neighbouring towns are easy to access
by car, including Harrow, Uxbridge, Ealing and Wembley. Heathrow Airport is also a
mere 30-minute drive from our London Greenford Serviced Apartments

Property Summary



Amenities & Services
Our serviced apartment in Greenford offers a range of amenities to ensure a
comfortable and enjoyable stay.

Here is a list of apartments amenities at London Greenford by Charles Hope

WiFi is available in the rooms.
Fully Equipped Kitchen
Double beds
Smart TV
Bathroom Toiletries
Dishwasher
Iron and ironing board
Hairdryer
Kettle
Toaster
Highchair (Free - need to order)
Parking
Microwave
Washer/Dryer

Microwave
Washer/Dryer
Linen and Towels
Pets Allowed (extra charge per stay)
Kitchen starter pack with dishwasher liquid
and tablets
Tea and coffee essentials welcome pack
Contactless check-in
Fully Equipped Gym
Communal Space
Co-Working Space
Games Room
Rooftop Terrace



Room types
Open Plan One Bed Apartment 
Size of apartment: square meters 40/ square feet 431

The spacious Open Plan One Bed Apartment, which is 40 sqm, features a modern open-plan
living space with large windows that generously allow natural light to flood the room. 

The fully equipped kitchen boasts modern appliances and ample storage. 

The bedroom provides a tranquil sanctuary for relaxation, with a comfortable double bed
adorned with soft linens to ensure a restful night's sleep.  

The bathroom features a sleek shower and modern fixtures perfect for a refreshing shower. 
  
Housekeeping is included, and apartments also include a washer and dryer. Enjoy amenities
like WiFi and Smart TVs for a seamless Greenford experience.  



Room types
One Bedroom Apartment
Size of apartment: square meters 51 / square feet 548

The one bedroom one bathroom apartment, which is 51 sqm, features a modern open-plan
layout that effortlessly integrates the living, kitchen, and dining areas, providing a versatile
space for relaxation and entertainment. 

The large windows generously allow natural light to flood the room, and the fully equipped
kitchen boasts modern appliances and ample storage. 

The bedroom provides a tranquil sanctuary for relaxation, with comfortable double bed
adorned with soft linens to ensure a restful night's sleep.  
  
The bathroom features a sleek shower and modern fixtures perfect for a refreshing shower.   
  
Housekeeping is included, and apartments also include a washer and dryer. Enjoy amenities
like WiFi and Smart TVs for a seamless Greenford experience.  



Room types

The two bedroom two bathroom apartment, which is 82 sqm, features a modern open-plan
layout that effortlessly integrates the living, kitchen, and dining areas, providing a versatile
space for relaxation and entertainment. 

The large windows generously allow natural light to flood the room, and the fully equipped
kitchen boasts modern appliances and ample storage. 

The bedrooms provide a tranquil sanctuary for relaxation, with comfortable double beds
adorned with soft linens to ensure a restful night's sleep.  
  
The master ensuite bathroom features a sleek shower and modern fixtures perfect for a
refreshing shower, whilst in the second bathroom, you'll find a convenient shower over the
bath. 

Housekeeping is included, and apartments also include a washer and dryer. Enjoy amenities
like WiFi and Smart TVs for a seamless Greenford experience.

Two Bedroom Apartment
Size of apartment: square meters 82 / square feet 882



Welcome to the vibrant neighbourhood surrounding our serviced apartments in
Greenford, where the perfect blend of urban excitement and natural beauty awaits.
Nestled in the historic heart of West London, our serviced accommodation at London
Greenford offers a unique and inviting atmosphere.

The meticulously landscaped surroundings create a picturesque setting, inviting you to
explore and unwind amidst lush greenery and scenic pathways.

Experience the best of both worlds as the allure of the city meets the tranquillity of the
countryside. Enjoy easy access to a variety of amenities and attractions, including the
nearby Westway Cross retail park, offering a shopper's paradise just a short walk away.
For even more retail therapy, venture to the renowned Westfield White City shopping
centre, a quick 25-minute drive from our doorstep.

But it's not just about shopping – our neighbourhood boasts a vibrant atmosphere with
plenty of opportunities for leisure and recreation. From relaxing strolls along the canal
to picnics in the beautifully landscaped gardens, there's always something to do and
explore.

Embrace a lifestyle where fresh, homely interiors connect seamlessly with the natural
beauty of the surroundings. Whether you're seeking tranquillity by the water's edge or
excitement in the bustling city, London Greenford offers the perfect place to relax,
unwind, and call home

Greenford tube station is a 10-minute walk away offering quick and convenient access
to central London via the Central Line. Whilst neighbouring towns are easy to access
by car, including Harrow, Uxbridge, Ealing and Wembley. Heathrow Airport is also a
mere 30-minute drive from our London Greenford Serviced Apartments. 

Neighbourhood Description


